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The Voice of the New Day
     (Feat. Michael Sadler)

About this Release

On July 15th the rock band Evership publishes the second single from their eagerly

awaited conclusion to the explosive 2021 Rock Opera The Uncrowned King! This single

features Michael Sadler of the iconic band SAGA,  as The Voice of the New Day!  This 

dramatic and energetic piece is the perfect length and should sit easily in any 

classic, symphonic, art or prog rock-oriented playlist or radio spot! 

On On October 14th, 2022 Evership will release part two of their rock opera based on the 

1910  book by  Harold Bell Wright.  The rst single Coronation was released June 22nd.

Story Synopsis: A pilgrim arrives at the Temple of Truth with questions about the journey. In response, the Keeper of  the Temple retires 

him to The Quiet Room, overlooking The Beautiful Sea, where he  is visited by the the Four Voices of Life. Each Voice tells him a piece of a 

story entitled "The Uncrowned King", to give answer to his questions. The Uncrowned King is an allegory of life and  the nature of truth.

About Evership

Rock band Evership is the conceptualization of composer, multi-instrumentalist and producer/engineer Shane Atkinson, along with lead 

vocalist Beau West. Few recent acts have made a bigger splash than Evership in the world of modern art/progressive or symphonic rock. 

Their impactful 2016 self-titled album catapulted them to the forefront of the rock world. This lead to mainstage performances at the 

largest of US Art/Prog rock festivals RoSFest and ProgStock and over 50 glowing national and international reviews and interviews. Each 

successive album has been honored in the yearly “Best of’s” by critical reviewers. The response to The Uncrowned King - Act 1 was astounding. 

HHighland (Issue #108) hails Evership as "rmly establishing themselves in the Progressive American Landscape"  and UK's ProgRadar sites 

"Evership is the new face of American Prog". 


